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Abstract
Given are two graphs H1=(V; E1) and H2=(V; E2) on the same vertex set. The line bigraph is
the bipartite graph with the disjoint union of E1 and E2 as vertex set, and an edge between e1 ∈E1
and e2 ∈E2 if the edges have some common vertex in V . We 1rst show that the problem to
determine whether a given bipartite graph is the line bigraph of two such graphs is NP-complete.
We then present two special cases where the question can be solved in polynomial time. A
C4-free bipartite graph is a line bigraph if and only if each component of the graph obtained
by removing all degree-2 vertices has at most one cycle. Using the intersection multigraph of
the set of all large bicliques, we then show that there is an e7cient recognition algorithm for
recognizing line bigraphs of two graphs both having minimum degree at least 3.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The intersection bigraph of a pair (A; (Sx=x∈U )); (A; (Ty=y∈W ); U ∩W =∅, of hy-
pergraphs is the bipartite graph with U ∪W as vertex set, where x∈U and y∈W are
adjacent if Sx∩Ty =∅. This concept has been introduced in [2]. Intersection bigraphs
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are the bipartite variants of the well-known intersection graphs, and, maybe more im-
portant, they generalize intersection digraphs.
For ordinary intersection graph theory, one gets diNerent classes by restricting the
sets Sx. We get the two most famous classes by restricting all sets Sx to be intervals of
the real line—then the intersection graphs are just the well-known interval graphs [1],
or by restricting the sets Sx to be distinct 2-element sets—then the intersection graphs
are just the equally well-known line graphs [6].
Interval bigraphs, i.e. intersection bigraphs of hypergraphs where all Sx and Ty are
intervals of the real line, have been investigated in a couple of papers. Although interval
bigraphs are considerably more complicated than interval graphs, they can still be
recognized in polynomial time [4,5].
In this paper we investigate the bigraph analog of line graphs. The line bigraph of
a pair (H1; H2) of graphs with the same vertex set is the intersection bigraph of these
graphs—viewed as 2-uniform hypergraphs. A bipartite graph is a line bigraph if it is
the line bigraph of such a pair of graphs. We will show in Section 3 that recognizing
line bigraphs is NP-complete. On the other hand, we present two positive results: The
1rst result concerns a class of relatively sparse graphs: For a C4-free bipartite graph,
we present an easy way to detect whether or not it is a line bigraph in Section 4.
In particular, all trees are line bigraphs. The second result, presented in Section 5,
concerns relatively dense graphs (of minimum degree at least 5), but we really add a
condition on the graphs H1 and H2, not on the resulting line bigraph. We show that
line bigraphs of pairs of graphs, both of which have minimum degree at least 3, can
be recognized in polynomial time.
2. Prerequistes
If B is the intersection bigraph of two hypergraphs (A; (Sx=x∈U )) and (A; (Ty=y∈W ),
for a∈A, we de1ne the star graph a∗ as the subgraph of B induced by those x∈U
and those y∈W for which a∈Sx, respectively, a∈Ty. Star graphs are certainly com-
plete bipartite. Moreover, if both hypergraphs are k-uniform, then every edge of the
intersection bigraph B lies in at least one, and every vertex of B in exactly k of these
star graphs.
In this way a Krausz-type characterization could be given. We only formulate the
version for 2-uniform hypergraphs:
Proposition 1. A bipartite graph B=(U ∪W;EB) is a line bigraph if and only if there
are complete bipartite subgraphs covering EB such that every vertex of B lies in
exactly two of these subgraphs and every two vertices lying in the same two are
adjacent.
For example, but also since we need the result in Section 4, we apply this result
to the cocktail party graph CP(n), which is the graph we obtain from the complete
bipartite graph Kn;n by deleting a perfect matching. Note that CP(3) and CP(4) are
just the 6-cycle and the ordinary cube graph.
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Fig. 1. Six representations of CP(4) as line bigraph.
Proposition 2. CP(6) is a line bigraph, but CP(7) is not.
Proof (Sketch). It su7ces to show that CP(6) is the line bigraph of the pair (K4; K4),
and that it has only this representation. Using Proposition 1, case-by-case analysis
shows that CP(4) has only six representations as line bigraph shown in Fig. 1. Only
the 1rst two of them are extendable to representations of CP(5), and only the 1rst one
is extendable to a representation of CP(6).
Let us now brieQy explore the relation between line bigraphs and line graphs. De1ne
the bigraph B(G) of a graph G=(V; E) to be the bipartite graph with two disjoint copies
V ∪{x ′ | x∈V} of V as vertex set, and an edge between x∈V and y ′; y∈V if x=y
or {x; y}∈E. MDuller [4] showed in that a graph G is an interval graph if and only if
B(G) is an interval bigraph. For line bigraphs, only one direction of the corresponding
statement holds: If G=L(H) is a line graph, then B(G) is a line bigraph of the pair
of graphs H and H . On the other hand, B(K1;3) is a line bigraph, but K1;3 is no line
graph. Therefore, the concept of line bigraphs is a variant, not an extension of the
concept of line graphs.
Note that line bigraphs are not generalizations of line digraphs, which are, as in-
tersection digraphs of one-element sets instead of two-element sets, really one level
simpler. But of course, they are generalizations of the intersection digraphs of pairs of
two-element sets.
3. NP-completeness
Theorem 3. Recognizing line bigraphs is NP-complete.
Proof. We reduce 3-SAT to our problem. Let c1; c2; : : : ; cm be clauses, each one con-
taining 3 literals over the set x; Rx; y; Ry; z; Rz; : : : . Thus, c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm is an instance of
3-SAT. We may assume that every clause contains three distinct literals.
For every variable x we construct a bipartite graph Hx as in Fig. 2. Some of its
edges are labelled x1; : : : ; xm; x1; : : : ; xm—recall that m is the number of clauses.
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Fig. 2. The gadgets used in the NP-completeness proof.
Fig. 3. A covering of the graph Hx .
For every clause ci we construct a bipartite graph Fi where three edges are labeled
by the literals occurring in ci with indices i, see again Fig. 2. Now we take the
disjoint union of all these graphs and glue together edges with identical labels, thereby
identifying only vertices of the same color (in the same partition class).
We claim that the resulting graph is the line bigraph of some pairs of graphs if and
only if the boolean expression is satis1able.
If we have some covering as in Proposition 1, then on each graph Hx there are
essentially only two possibilities for the complete bipartite graphs involved. We say
that x is true if the covering looks like in Fig. 3, i.e. if each edge xi is covered by
a C4 in Hx, otherwise x is false. For each graph Fi we have the two possibilities, as
shown in Fig. 4. Note that this implies that at least one of the literals involved in ci
must be true.
On the other hand, if we have some assignment of boolean values to the boolean
variables such that the expression is true, then, for every graph Hx we choose those
covering corresponding to the value of x. For each Fi this cover can be extended in
such a way that every vertex lies in at most two of the complete bipartite subgraphs
involved, for instance by taking those as the right one in Fig. 4.
It is easy to see that the same construction can be used to prove that the prob-
lem of recognizing line bigraphs of pairs (V; E1); (V; E2) of graphs with E1∩E2=∅ is
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Fig. 4. The two possible coverings of the graphs Fi .
NP-complete as well. This time one can reduce not-all-equal satis1ability (NAESAT)
to our problem.
4. C4-free graphs
For a bipartite graph B, let V2(B) denote the set of its degree-2 vertices. First we
give a slightly technical characterization of C4-free line bigraphs:
Theorem 4. A C4-free bipartite graph B=(VB; EB) is a line bigraph if and only if there
is some mapping f :VB\V2(B)→VB\V2(B) with E(B − V2(B))={{x; f(x)} | x∈VB\V2
(B); x =f(x)}.
Proof. (1) Assume B is the intersection bigraph of the graphs H1=(A; {Sx | x∈U}) and
H2=(A; {Ty |y∈W}). We de1ne the function f :VB\V2(B)→VB\V2(B) as follows:
Let x∈U\V2(B), and assume Sx={a; c}. We distinguish two cases. If none of the
degrees dH2 (a) and dH2 (c) equals 1, we de1ne f(x)=x. In the second case, if some of
them equals 1, let us assume w.l.g. dH2 (c)=1. Let Ty be the unique H2-edge incident
with c. Note that since x =∈V2(B), if dH2 (a)=1 as well, then the H2-edge incident with
a must also be our Ty above, the edge incident with c. Thus, by looking 1rst on c
we did not make any decision. We de1ne f(x)=y if y =∈V2(B), and again f(x)=x if
y∈V2(B). Note that either x=f(x) or {x; f(x)} is an edge in B.
If x∈W , we de1ne f(x) analogously.
We have to show that all edges of B\V2(B) occur as {x; f(x)}. So let {x; y}∈EB,
with x; y =∈V2(B); x∈U; y∈W . Let a be a common vertex of the intersecting edges
Sx∈E(H1) and Ty∈E(H2). Since B is C4-free, dH1 (a)=1 or dH2 (a)=1. In the 1rst
case f(y)=x, in the other f(x)=y.
(2) Now assume there is such a mapping f :VB\V2(B)→VB\V2(B) with E(B −
V2(B))={{x; f(x)} | x∈VB\V2(B); x =f(x)}. Let again VB=U ∪W be any bipartition
of B.
First we express B− V2(B) as line bigraph of two graphs H ′1 and H ′2.
We extend the vertex set by de1ning U ′ :=(U\V2(B))∪{y ′ |y∈W\V2(B); y=f(y)}
and W ′ :=(W\V2(B))∪{x ′ | x∈U\V2(B); x=f(x)} (where all these vertices x ′ and y ′
are assumed to be distinct and diNerent from the vertices in B).
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Fig. 5. B is no line bigraph, but B− x is.
Let x∈U\V2(B). If f(x)=x, we de1ne Sx :={x; x ′}. If f(x) =x we de1ne Sx :=
{x; f(x)}. Now H ′1 is the bipartite graph with vertex set U ′∪W ′ and edge set {Sx | x∈U\
V2(B)}. Note that all vertices of U ′ have degree 1 in H ′1. In the same way we de1ne
Ty for y∈W\V2(B): Ty :={y; y ′} if f(y)=y, and Ty :={y; f(y)} if f(y) =y. Again
the graph H ′2 :=(U ∪W; {Ty |y∈W\V2(B)}) is bipartite, but this time all vertices in W ′
have degree 1 in H ′2.
We show that this is a representation of B−V2(B). Let x∈U\V2(B) and y∈W\V2(B).
If they are adjacent, then w.l.g. f(x)=y. Then y is contained in Sx, but y is contained
in Ty anyway, so Sx∩Ty =∅. Now assume conversely that Sx∩Ty =∅. Let us assume
w.l.g. that the common vertex lies in U ′. The U ′-vertex of Sx is x, the U ′-vertex of
Ty is y ′ (if f(y)=y) or f(y) otherwise. Thus either x=y ′ or x=f(y). The 1rst case
is impossible since all these vertices y ′ are distinct from the vertices of B, therefore
x=f(y) and x and y are adjacent in B.
Finally, we extend this representation of B − V2(B) into some representation of the
whole graph B. Assume z0; z1; : : : ; zk is a maximal path in G, with all vertices zi∈V2(B).
Assume z0∈U is adjacent to y∈W\V2(B) and zk ∈W is adjacent to x∈U\V2(B)—
the other four cases are quite similar. Let c be the vertex in Ty∩W ′, and d the
vertex in Sx∩U ′. Note that the only H ′2-edge containing c is Ty, and the only H1-
edge containing d is Sx. We add vertices a0; a1; : : : ; ak−1 to the vertex set of H ′1 and
H ′2, and extend H
′
1 by the edges {c; a0}; {a1; a2}; : : : ; {ak−2; ak−1} and H ′2 by the edges
{a0; a1}; {a2; a3}; : : : ; {ak−1; d}. There are no conQicts between diNerent paths added,
since at each vertex of U ′∪W ′ we either only add edges that are going to belong to
H1, or only edges that are going to belong to H2.
It is easy to see and probably a folklore result in graph theory, that the graphs
allowing such a mapping f above are just the graphs where each component has at
most one cycle.
Corollary 5. A C4-free bipartite graph B is a line bigraph if and only if each com-
ponent of B− V2(B) contains at most one cycle.
In particular, all trees are line bigraphs. Fig. 5 shows an example of a C4-free
bipartite graph. It is no line bigraph, but if we delete vertex x, it is.
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Fig. 6. Presentations of bicliques in line bigraphs.
5. Minimum degree at least 3
A biclique is maximal complete bipartite subgraph of a bipartite graph. Not all
star graphs in line bigraphs are maximal, i.e. bicliques, but those containing K3;3 are.
Besides as star graphs, bicliques may arise in many diNerent ways in line bigraphs, as
can be seen in Fig. 6. But bicliques containing K3;4 must be star graphs.
Knowing all star graphs means knowing the representation. Actually, the recognition
problem is trivial if we require the minimum degrees (H1); (H2) of both graphs to be
at least 4. Then the star graphs are just the bicliques containing K4;4. Then recognition
is straightforward.
A biclique containing K3;3 is called large. Using the intersection multigraph of the
set of all large bicliques, we will show that it is possible to relax the assumption to
(H1); (H2)¿3.
We assume throughout the rest of the paper that B=(U ∪W;EB) is the line bigraph
of two graphs H1 and H2, both of minimum degree at least 3. Remember that the
edge set of H1 is {Sx | x∈U} and the edge set of H2 is the set {Tx | x∈W}. We know
that then all star graphs are bicliques, and there are only two further types of large
bicliques, types 3 and 4 in Fig. 6.
The intersection pattern of these large bicliques is as follows:
Remark 6. Let X1 and X2 be intersecting large bicliques. The possible number of
common vertices of X1 and X2, depending on whether X1 and X2 are star graphs or
have type 3 or type 4 can be seen in the following table:
X1=X2 Star graph Type 3 Type 4
Star graph 1 or 2 4 2 or 4
Type 3 4 2 1, 2, or 4
Type 4 2 or 4 1, 2, or 4 1, 2, 3, or 4
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Since we are dealing with the large bicliques all the time, our 1rst task is to com-
pute all of them. Fortunately, line bigraphs are CP(7)-free, and CP(7)-free graphs have
at most |V |6 bicliques [7]. We start with a list of all complete bipartite K3;3’s. Ac-
cording to Remark 6, each such K3;3 has a unique extension into a biclique in a line
bigraph. So let a1; a2; a3, respectively, b1; b2; b3 be the vertices of the K3;3 in ques-
tion. Then every vertex in N (a1)∩N (a2)∩N (a3) must be adjacent to every vertex in
N (b1)∩N (b2)∩N (b3). We check this condition for each K3;3 in our list, and add the
biclique induced by ({a1; a2; a3}∪(N (b1)∩N (b2)∩N (b3)))∪({b1; b2; b3}∪(N (a1)∩N
(a2)∩N (a3))) to the list of all large bicliques.
We call a vertex x∈U (respectively y∈W ) married if Sx∈E(H1)∩E(H2) (respec-
tively Ty∈E(H1)∩E(H2)), and single otherwise. It turns out that we can recognize all
married vertices of B under our assumption (H1); (H2)¿3. Note that the minimum
degree of B must be at least 5.
Lemma 7. Let B=(U ∪W;EB) be the line bigraph of a pair of graphs (H1; H2); (H1);
(H2)¿3, with the same vertex set.
1. Every vertex of B with degree 5 is married.
2. Every vertex of degree at least 6 that does not occur in some K3;4 is single.
3. Let x be a vertex of degree at least 6, contained in a biclique B1, where B1 contains
K3;4. Then x is single i7 there is some large biclique B2 with {x}=B1∩B2.
Proof. Let Sx={a; b}∈E(H1), for x∈U . Let Ea2 and Eb2 be the sets of those edges of
H2 incident with a respectively b. By assumption, |Ea2 |; |Eb2 |¿3.
If x is single, i.e. {a; b} =∈E(H2), then Ea2∩Eb2 =∅, therefore dB(x)= |Ea2∪Eb2 |¿6.
If x is married, then |Ea2∩Eb2 |=1. If dB(x)¿6, then w.l.g. |Ea2 |¿4, and the biclique
a∗ contains K3;4.
For (3), just note that w.l.g. B1=a∗ under these assumptions. By Remark 6, x=V
(B1∩B2) for some large biclique B2 implies B2=b∗. But then x must be single.
Of course, for y∈W the reasoning is similar.
Remember that all we have to do is to 1nd all list of graphs which turns out to be
the list of all star graphs if B is a line bigraph. If it is not, these graphs cannot be star
graphs, but that again can be checked simply be trying to construct a representation.
Our strategy is as follows: As described above, we get our list of all large bicliques.
These large bicliques are originally unlabeled, but will get a label of ‘∗’, ‘3’, or ‘4’,
depending of whether they are (maybe under some initial assumption) star graph, or
have type 3, or type 4. We start by labeling all bicliques containing K3;4 by ‘∗’. If
there are no such bicliques, we start with the assumption that some large biclique,
X0, is a star graph, and label it by ‘∗’. If this assumption turns out to be false, we
try another X0, and so on. We do not need to try all large bicliques, but only all
containing some given edge. We proceed to label unlabeled bicliques close to labeled
bicliques; for instance, Lemma 6 implies that every large biclique having exactly one
vertex in common with a large biclique already labeled by ‘∗’ can also be labeled
by ‘∗’. A set of (more complicated) labeling rules will be given in Algorithm 9.
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If we have labeled every large biclique, and if this labeling makes sense, then we
are done.
There may be cases where we are not able to reveal the type of all large bicliques.
Consider the smallest possible case, where H1=H2 are both the same K4 with vertex
set A={a; b; c; d}. We label the edges of H1 as Sx0 ={a; b}; Sx1 ={c; d}; Sx2 ={b; c};
Sx3 ={a; d}; Sx4 ={b; d}; Sx5 ={a; c}, and the edges of H2 as Tyi ={a; b; c; d}\Sxi for
i=0; 1;
: : : ; 5. Then the line bigraph B has vertex set {xi | i=0; : : : ; 5}∪{yi | i=0; : : : ; 5}, with
xi and yj adjacent if and only if i =j. Of course, this bipartite graph is just CP(6). It
has 20 large bicliques, all of them K3;3’s. Four of them are star graphs, four of them
have type 3, and the remaining 12 have type 4. Still, looking at B alone, we are not
able to reveal the star graphs.
In related models, small cases make always problems with uniqueness, compare
the 2-intersection graph of ({1;2;3;4;5;6}3 ). But it turns out that even for larger H1; H2,
for certain complete 4-vertex subgraphs F in H1∩H2 we may not identify all star
graphs corresponding to the vertices of F . But this is really not necessary if we can
identify those F’s. It turns out that we can recognize the corresponding part in the line
bigraph—it is just the CP(6). But how can we express this structure in terms of large
bicliques? We will see that we do not need all 20 bicliques to describe it. Six of them,
carefully chosen, su7ce:
We call large bicliques R0; R1; : : : ; R5 of the bipartite graph B a sixpack if for every
06i65 and all indices modulo 6,
Ri∩Ri+1=K2;2; Ri∩Ri+2=K2; Ri∩Ri+3=∅:
Let us give two examples in the above-described line bigraph B of two copies
of K4. We de1ne two permutations $ :=(014523) and % :=(0)(2)(4)(153). Then we
de1ne Ri :={x$(i); x$(i+1); x$(i+2); y%(i); y%(i+1); y%(i+2)} for i=0; : : : ; 5 and addition modulo
6. R0; R2; R4 are star graphs, but R1; R3; R5 have type 3. There are also other examples
in the same graph, where type 4 also occurs: Rede1ne for instance $ :=(01)(254)(3)
and % :=(03124)(5). Then R1 is a star graph, R4 has type 3, and the four other large
bicliques have type 4.
Such a sixpack (six large bicliques with the interrelation described above) only
occurs in parts of F corresponding to some K4 in H1∩H2:
Lemma 8. For every sixpack R0; R1; : : : ; R5 for a line bigraph B of two graphs H1; H2,
both of minimum degree at least 3, there is a complete 4-vertex graph F in H1∩H2
such that at least six vertices of each Ri correspond to edges of F .
Proof. For every Ri, let E′k; i denote the set of those edges of Hk corresponding to
vertices of Ri; k=1; 2.
If Ri has type 3 or 4, then |E′1; i|= |E′2; i|=3, and we de1ne Ek; i=E′k; i ; k=1; 2.
If Ri is a star graph, these sets may be larger. But then by Remark 6, Ri−1 and Ri+1
are no star graphs—here and in the following all indices are taken as modulo 6. Then
we de1ne Ek; i :=E′k; i∩(E′k; i−1∪E′k; i+1) for k=1; 2, and get again |E1; i|= |E2; i|=3.
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Therefore, there are edges e1;0; e1;1; : : : ; e1;5 in H1 and e2;0; e2;1; : : : ; e2;5 in H2 such
that Ek; i={ek; i; ek; i+1; ek; i+2} for k=1; 2.
Case 1: Assume some of the Ri, say R0, has type 3. Then E1;0=E2;0={{a; b}; {b; c};
{a; c}}.
Subcase 1.1: If e1;0=e2;0, say they are the edge {a; b}, then e1;3=e2;3={c; d}, for
some vertex d. Again we have two possibilities for e1;1; e2;1. If both are equal, w.l.g.
{b; c}, then e1;4=e2;4={a; d} and e1;5=e2;5={b; d}. Otherwise, if w.l.g. e1;1={b; c}
and e2;1={a; c}, then e1;4={b; d} and e2;4={a; d}. Then e1;5={a; d} and e2;5={b; d}.
Anyway, a; b; c; d form a K4 in H1∩H2.
Subcase 1.2: If e1;0 =e2;0, let w.l.g. e1;0={a; b} and e2;0={b; c}. Then e1;3={a; d}
and e2;3={c; d} for some vertex d. We may also assume e1;2 =e2;2—otherwise we
are essentially again in Subcase 1.1 by replacing every index i by −i modulo 6. If
e1;1=e2;1={a; c}, then e1;4=e2;4={b; d} and e1;5={c; d}; e2;5={a; d}. If e1;1={a; c};
e2;1={a; b}, then e1;4={c; d} and e2;4={b; d}, and e1;5={b; d}; e2;5={a; d}. The case
e1;1={b; c}; e2;1={a; c} is symmetrical. In any case, we arrive at some K4 in H1∩H2.
Case 2: None of the Ri has type 3, but R0, for instance, is a star graph. Since we have
no type 3 available, e1;0 =e2;0 and e1;2 =e2;2. Essentially there are two subcases: Either
w.l.g. e1;0={a; b}; e2;0={a; c}; e1;1={a; c}; e2;1={a; d}; e1;2={a; d}; e2;2={a; b}. Then
e1;3={b; d}; e2;3={c; d}, and further e1;4={b; c}; e2;4={b; d}, leading to a contradic-
tion at the next step. The other subcase is w.l.g. e1;0={a; b}; e2;0={a; c}; e1;1={a; d};
e2;1={a; d}; e1;2={a; c}; e2;2={a; b}. Again we get e1;3={b; d} and e2;3={c; d}. Fur-
thermore, we get e1;4=e2;4={b; c}, and e1;5={c; f}; e2;5={b; f} for some new vertex
f. But then R5 is no biclique, a contradiction again.
Case 3: All Ri have type 4. Let E1;0={{a; c}; {a; b}; {b; d}} and E2;0={{b; c}; {a; b};
{a; d}}.
Claim. For each i∈{0; 1; : : : ; 5} exactly one of e1; i or e2; i must equal the common
element in E1; i and E2; i.
Assume 1rst that none of e1;0; e2;0 equals {a; b}. Then w.l.g. e1;0={a; c} and e2;0
={b; c}. Then e1;3={a; f} and e2;3={b; f} for some vertex f =d. If e1;1=e2;1=
{a; b}, then e1;4=e2;4={f; d}, and we get a star biclique for R3, a contradiction.
If e1;1={b; d}; e2;1={a; d}, then e1;4=bg; e2;4={a; g} for some vertex g =f. We get
e1;5=e2;5={f; g}, and R4 is not a biclique, a contradiction again.
So we have shown “at least one” part of the claim above. For the “at most one”
part, assume that e1;0=e2;0={a; b}. But then e1;3=e2;3={c; d}, e1;4; e2;4 ={c; d}, a
contradiction to the “at least one” part of the claim. Therefore the claim is proven.
Now, using the claim, we may assume w.l.g. e1;0={a; b}; e2;0={b; c}. Then e1;3=
{a; d} and e2;3={c; d}. If e1;1={a; c}, then e2;1={a; d} (claim). Then e1;4={b; c} and
e2;4={b; d}, and also e1;5={c; d} and e2;5={a; c}, and again we get some
K4 in H1∩H2. If e1;1={b; d}, then e2;1={a; d} (use the claim again). We get e1;4=
{b; c}; e2;4={a; c}; e1;5={c; d}; e2;5={b; d}, and we obtain essentially the same K4 as
above.
Large bicliques are sixpack-related if they appear in some common sixpack. All 20
large bicliques in CP(6) are sixpack-related, as can be seen by listing all sixpacks.
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Therefore, sixpack-relatedness is a graph formed by glueing certain K20’s together. As
common vertices of two such K20 we have either none, one (with label ‘∗’), two
(both with label ‘∗’), or four (three of them with label ‘∗’), according to whether the
corresponding K4 in H1∩H2 have 0, 1, 2, or 3 common vertices. Thus, the resulting
position of these K4 in H1 and H2 follows from the sixpack-relation.
We call two large bicliques n-adjacent if they have exactly n common vertices. If
we already know which vertices of our line bigraph are married or single, we may even
distinguish further: Large bicliques of B are (t; s)-adjacent if their intersection contains
exactly t married vertices and exactly s single vertices. In what follows we often use
the abbreviation of a wheel, standing for a tuple (Y ;Z1; Z2; Z3) of four large bicliques
where each Zi is (2; 0)-adjacent to each Zj; i =j, and each Zi is (4; 0)-adjacent to Y .
Let us now describe the algorithm.
Algorithm 9. (1) Check whether (B)¿5.
(2) Compute all large bicliques as described above.
(3) Decide for every vertex of B whether it is married or single (use Lemma 7).
(4) Compute (t; s)-adjacency between the large bicliques.
(5) Label all large bicliques corresponding to bicliques containing K3;4 by ‘∗’—if
there are none, we try labeling diNerent large bicliques X0 by ‘∗’.
(6) Find all sixpacks.
(7) Label all large bicliques that are 3-adjacent to some large biclique by ‘4’ (compare
Remark 6).
(8) Now we proceed to label large bicliques, using the following rules:
(8.1) Every large biclique 1-adjacent to a large biclique labeled by ‘∗’ will also
be labeled by ‘∗’.
(8.2) If some vertex of B lies in at most two large bicliques not yet labeled by
‘3’ or ‘4’, then label these bicliques by ‘∗’.
(8.3) Let the yet unlabeled Y be not sixpack-related to any other large biclique,
but let it be 4-adjacent to X having label ‘∗’. If there is a wheel (Y ;X; Z1; Z2)
then we label Y by ‘3’. Otherwise we label Y by ‘4’.
(8.4) Assume X has label ‘∗’, Y has label ‘3’, and let there be one or more
wheels (Y ;X; Z1; Z2). If the pair Z1; Z2 is unique, or if one of Z1; Z2 has
already label ‘∗’, then both will be labeled by ‘∗’. Now assume there are
more than one such wheels (Y ;X; Z1; Z2); (Y ;X;U1; U2); : : : ; with none of
Z1; Z2; U1; U2; : : : labeled by ‘∗’. If all pairs Z1; Z2 and U1; U2 have identical
edges to the outside, we may label any pair, say Z1; Z2 by ‘∗’. Otherwise
those, say Z1; Z2, get the label ‘∗’ for which there are large bicliques S1; S2
where each Zi is 1-adjacent to every Sj.
(8.5) Let Y with label ‘4’ be 4-adjacent to X with label ‘∗’. Consider those large
bicliques Z being 2-adjacent to X , 4-adjacent to Y , having either label ‘∗’
or no label yet. If there is only one such Z , then label Z by ‘∗’.
Theorem 10. Line bigraphs of pairs of graphs (H1; H2); (H1); (H2)¿3, with the
same vertex set can be recognized by Algorithm 9 in polynomial time.
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Fig. 7.
Proof. Obviously we may concentrate on the connected components of B, that is, we
may assume that H1∪H2 is connected. We have to show that for every line bigraph
of such a pair (H1; H2) the procedure 1nds all star graphs, except those a∗ where
dH1 (a)=dH2 (a)=3 and a occurs in some K4 in H1∩H2.
First we show that if our start assumption of X0 being star graph is correct, all labels
placed during the procedure are correct. Validity of rule (8.1) is obvious by Remark
6. For (8.2) note that every vertex of B lies in exactly two star graphs, and every edge
in one or two of them.
For rules (8.3) and (8.5), assume that the star biclique X is 4-adjacent to the large
biclique Y . By Remark 6, Y has type 3 or 4.
If Y has type 4, then w.l.g. X =a∗ and the vertices of Y correspond to the edges of
the con1guration in Fig. 7a. Then b∗ is 2-adjacent to a∗=X but 4-adjacent to Y , there-
fore rule (8.5) is valid. Assume now there is a wheel (Y ;X; Z1; Z2) containing X and
Y . Since the H1-edge {a; c} and the H2-edge {a; d} are both married, {a; c}∈E(H2)
and {a; d}∈E(H1) too. Z1 or Z2 cannot be type-3 bicliques, since they would not be
2-adjacent to X then. But they cannot be both star graphs too, since both would have
to be b∗, thus w.l.g. Z1 must have type 4. Note that Z1 is obtained from Y by deleting
two vertices which—as edges of H1 or H2—contain a, since Z1 is only 2-adjacent to
X =a∗, and by adding two new vertices in an appropriate way. Thus, there are only
three possibilities for Z1: It consists either of the H1-edges {a; b}; {b; d}; {c; d} and
the H2-edges {a; d}; {b; d}; {b; c} (case 1), or of the H1-edges {a; c}; {b; c}; {b; d}
and the H2-edges {a; b}; {b; c}; {c; d} (case 2), or of the H1-edges {a; c}; {c; d}; {b; d}
and the H2-edges {a; d}; {c; d}; {b; c} (case 3). In the 1rst two cases Z2 =b∗, whence
Z1 and Z2 form just both con1gurations in cases 1 and 2. But then a; b; c; d form a
K4 in H1∩H2. In the third case, since the common vertices of Y and Z1 are mar-
ried, again a; b; c; d must form a K4 in H1∩H2. This proves the 1rst part of rule
(8.3).
If Y has type 3, formed by the edges {a; b}; {b; c}; {a; c} in both H1 and H2, then
certainly (Y ; a∗; b∗; c∗) forms a wheel. Therefore rule (8.3) is valid.
For rule (8.4), assume X =a∗ is 4-adjacent to the large biclique Y whose type
‘3’ has already been revealed. Let Y correspond to the triangle a; b; c in H1∩H2.
Certainly (Y ;X; b∗; c∗) is a wheel. For any other wheel (Y ;X;U1; U2), both U1 and
U2 must have type 4, and w.l.g. the vertices of U1 must correspond to the H1-edges
{a; c}; {b; c}; {b; d1} and the H2-edges {a; b}; {b; c}; {c; d1}, whereas the vertices of U2
correspond to the H1-edges {a; b}; {b; c}; {c; d2} and the H2-edges {a; c}; {b; c}; {b; d2},
for some vertices d1; d2 of H1∪H2. If there are even more such wheels, then b∗ and
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c∗ contain more than 6 vertices each, and are already labeled. Thus, assume there are
just two wheels, (Y ;X; b∗; c∗) and (Y ;X;U1; U2), and assume dH1 (b)=dH2 (b)=dH1 (c)=
dH2 (c)=3. If d1=d2, then both pairs b
∗; c∗ and U1; U2 are indistinguishable, and we
may choose any of them. If d1 =d2, then each of d∗1 ; d∗2 is 1-adjacent to each of
b∗; c∗. By the degree assumptions for b and c, U1 and U2 cannot be 1-adjacent to
large bicliques, and the proof of the validity of rule (8.4) is complete.
Next, we will show that the procedure terminates only after all star graphs (except
those that do not matter, i.e. those a∗, where a lies in some K4 in H1∩H2, and there
are no further edges incident with a) are revealed.
Assume X is a star graph a∗, but has no label yet. Assume that none of rules
(8.1)–(8.3) can be applied. Since H1∪H2 is connected, and by rule (8.1), we may
assume w.l.g. that a is adjacent to b in both H1 and H2, where b∗ is revealed. i.e. has
label ‘∗’.
(1) If there is some vertex c such that a; b; c is a triangle in H1∩H2, denote the
corresponding type-3 biclique of B by T . Then T has label ‘3’ by rule (8.3), and
c and a would have been labeled by rule (8.4), a contradiction.
(2) So we may assume in the following that {a; b} lies in no triangle of H1∩H2.
(2.1) Next, we assume that a and b occur in some type-4 biclique con1gu-
ration. Let Y be the corresponding biclique. Then X and b∗ are 2- or
4-adjacent to Y . Note that Y occurs in no sixpack.
(2.1.1) First we treat the case where X is 4-adjacent to Y . Let c and d be
the other two vertices of H1∪H2 in the con1guration Y . Assume f∗;
f∈{b; c; d}, is the other star graph 4-adjacent to Y . If f∗ had no la-
bel yet, then f =b and {b; f}∈E(H1∩H2) (otherwise rule (8.1) would
apply). Now a; b; f would form a triangle in H1∩H2, a contradiction.
Thus we may assume f=b, and we may assume w.l.g that Y consists of
the vertices corresponding to the H1-edges {a; c}; {a; b}; {b; d} and the
H2-edges {b; c}; {a; b}; {a; d}, see Fig. 7a. By rule (8.3), our assumption
of case 2 implies that Y has already been labeled by ‘4’. Since we as-
sume that X cannot be labeled by rule (8.5), there is at least another
large biclique W 4-adjacent to Y , 2-adjacent to b∗, but still unlabeled.
W cannot be a star graph, neither can it have type 3 (since we have case
2), thus it must have type 4. It is easy to see that the (H1∪H2)-vertices
of the representations of Y and W must be the same. This also implies
that W lies in no sixpack.
(2.1.1.1) Assume the vertices of W correspond to the H1-edges {a; c}; {c; d}; {b; d}
and the H2-edges {b; c}; {c; d}; {a; d}, see Fig. 7b for the whole picture.
If w.l.g. {b; d} =∈E(H2), then d∗ has already label ‘∗’ by rule (8.1). But
then W would have got its label ‘4’ by rule (8.3), a contradiction. Thus
{b; d}∈E(H2) and {b; c}∈E(H1). Then either the type-3 biclique whose
vertices correspond to the H1- and H2-edges {b; d}; {b; c}; {c; d} is in no
sixpack, whence has already been labeled by rule (8.3), whence d∗ has
already been labeled by rule (8.4). Or otherwise d∗ contains more than
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6 vertices and has been labeled already too. Again W would have got
label ‘4’ already.
(2.1.1.2) Assume w.l.g. the vertices of W correspond to the H1-edges {a; c}; {b; c};
{b; d} and the H2-edges {b; c}; {c; d}; {a; b}, see Fig. 7c. But then W
would have got its label by rule (8.3) from b∗, a contradiction.
(2.1.1.3) Finally, assume w.l.g. the vertices of W correspond to the H1-edges
{a; b};
{a; c}; {c; d} and the H2-edges {b; c}; {a; c}; {a; d}, see Fig. 7d. Since
we have case 2, {b; c} =∈E(H1), therefore c∗ has already its label ‘∗’.
Again W would have got label ‘4’ already.
(2.1.2) Let now X be 2-adjacent to Y . Since we have case 2, some vertex c of
H1∪H2 obeys that c∗ is 4-adjacent to Y , but {a; c} is no edge in H1∩H2.
Then c∗ has no label yet. Then we have essentially case (2.1.1), with c∗
playing the role of a∗=X there.
(2.2) In that case, there are only two large bicliques containing the edge be-
tween the vertices corresponding to the H1-edge {a; b} and the H2-edge
{a; b}. Then rule (8.2) could be applied to label X , a contradiction again.
We have shown the correctness of the algorithm, whose details we will not give.
Anyway it is obvious that the running time is polynomial.
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